REP establishes a new production unit in India to serve the Indian Market

Corbas, 2014 November 30 - REP International is pleased to announce the opening of its new production facility in India.

REP India: REP Group’s NEW SUBSIDIARY

India is having a big growth potential for rubber molders. Many international groups in the rubber industry produce locally and several others have started actions to establish there, to serve the production increase led by the automotive industry. Also local companies are dynamic and need to have a better access to a good injection technology.

REP has decided to establish a new production capacity to manufacture rubber injection molding machines in India for the Indian market. This way, customers will be able to gain access to high-end machinery including expert’s know-how at an affordable price without import taxes.

Doing so, REP is bringing their unequalled injection technology to India. REP’s injection units allow for the widest range of rubbers to be injected and achieve the highest possible output for a rubber injection molding machine.

In the new structure, a dedicated service team will ensure the relationship with customers both for investment projects and for after-sales service. REP India has been established in Bangalore. The first machines manufactured in this plant are to be shipped to customers’ first half of 2015.

A machine made in India will be shown in New Delhi at the Indian Rubber Expo from January 15th to 17th.

Join REP on booth number 7H.4b Hall No. 7FGH or contact us at repindia@repinjection.com

More information: www.repinjection.com
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